"DISOBEDIENCE TO TYRANNY IS OBEEDIENCE TO GOD"

As we move deeper into the morass of Free of Social and Political Pressure Forced Acceptance of the coin, the Pavlovian technique of the libbie Profs becomes more transparent and easier to recognize. The Dept of Political SCIENCE, under Charlie Fortenberry with eager assistance from Noble, Garreau, Barrett and the others, just recently put on a little "Social" in the Harrison Roomb for some of the POLSCI Students. Nothing too unusual in that.

No mention in advance as to what was going to be there, when we all showed up at 5 however, who did find out the stinking little coin, all dressed up, with his hair slicked down with Royal Crown. Barrett was fanning all over him as if he were his Liege Lord. They had us in a TRAP. We had to stay there and act reasonable in front of the Hoste. We don't want to get flunked this Curtain.

***

The RU hereby recommends that we immediately Scour the SACCSS. The best way to deal with a BLACKMAILER is to refuse to do business with him and DEFY him to do his worst.

***

There is MORE than ample reason to expel the coin. Grades, Conduct, Violation of Campus Directives, Statement that he was not here for an education but to CRACK the Color Line, inciting disturbances, low moral character, convicted of making False Statements under Oath, lack of scholastic attitude, etc., etc.

We note that Thirty Pieces of Silver favorite Classroom Subject is: "The Extra Marital Relationships between Black and White." While we must reluctantly concede that the keepers and some white trash do engage the Kinsey Report. Shows that this malodorous practice has declined rapidly since the Abolition of Slavery. There is an old saying, "Don't judge others by yourself."

Incidently, we hear that this old Lewd Lecher has one of the most cosmopolitan tastes of being only since Farouk. We suspect that this, rather than the TEA, is the reason for the eagerness of the coin to get "asked in" at the SILVER PALACE.

Grade hint to students: If you know of any place that Thirty Pieces can pick up some really Sophisticated items, you might let him know and thereby give your GRADE POINT average a nice boost. (OVER)